
TABLE 3. 6. 3-1 (Continued)

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE FUNCTION ANO NUMBER

Other Valves (Continued)

RHR-Minimum Recirculation Flow(.

HV"151F007 A,B

RHR - Relief Valve Oischar e( )

PSV"151F055 A,B
PSV"15106 A,B
PSV-151F097

CS In ection

HV-152F006 A,B

CS Minimum Recirculation Flow

HV-152F031 A,B

Containment Instrument Gas

1-26-072
1-26-074
1-26-152
1"26-154
l.-2t: la@-

Recirculation Pum Seal Water

143F013 A,8
XV-143F017 A,B

TIP Shear Valves( )

C51-J004 A,B,C,O,E

SLCS(b)

148F007

HPCI Turbine Exhaust

155F049
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Supplement to the Safety. Evaluation R pot t
=..~.Susquehanna Stea- lectric Staticn, Units 1 cnc

" -i~F Oocke Ho.: Dv-30//>Gu

1. A Recuest for an Exe;..-.tior. rom GDC 56

~ ~

In its letter dated ".ay 29, 198~, the licensee requested ar,

exemption from 10CFR50 Appendix A, General Design Criterion 56 for

the Instrument Gas pene-ration.

The licensee stated that, the original design or the primary

containmer. isolat-ion valves for the one inch i'nstrument gas

penetration was to have a check 'valve (126070) inside the

cortqinment and a globe valve (SV12671) outside the containment.

However, the inboard valve is subject lo severe env>rormental

conditions such as suppression pool dynamic loads which are beyond

the qualification envelope for the valve. As a result, the licenseo
~ ~

installed an additional check valve ( 126164) outside the containment

be. ween the penetration and the globe valve to meet the redundancy

requirement of GOC 56. The new arrang ment does not explicitly

meet the r quirements of GOC 56 in tw'o respects: 1} locating both

l SO1 "tlOn Vcl "es Ou "Side the contain,",.ert; anc 2). us',n- a

check valve cutsid t> e ccn'air.;:.en. as a containment isolatior.

v 1 ~ rc 'w< ~ v C2Q cc plpc 4p ) ~

if it is no; practical to locc-.k a valve inside cor<ci ..,.'. bo h

valves may'be located, outside the containmen't. There ore, loca-'.irg

both valves outside the contain-..=nt i

al terra tivc ccep a'lce ~r '.." s

s acceptable u

for-h in ~."".P 6

sing the

~ y S ~ I'



i.. a. d'alve a)'e 5" )ected to seve. e c)'I a,„ic l Q ds -,ol lowing

onset of a LOCA. Kith regard to having a cl eck va ve outside the

contairriient as 'a'ontain-...ent isolati

no exe-.p.ion =rom 'i xplicit requi

the following reason.

on valve the staff finds tl at,
tt of 6 JC 3~6 is needed or

The stai -recognizes tl at locatino the check valve outside the

containment might appeal to be in violation of GOC 56, which does

~ nt - . iit ie - 'pl= he k va ve cu s e a,i<e c(i >vc >n ~ nl. as

a containment isolation valve. Our in erpretation of tl e GDC

requirement is that use of a simple check valve as the only

isolation valve outside the containment or the outermost isolation

valve is not permitted. However, if an outermost automatic

isolation valve that receives a diverse .containment isolation

sianal exists, then use of simple check valve outside the

containment but inboard of the automatic isolation valve is

permitted. This interpretation, of course, can. only be used when

the other alterrativc bases =or locating valves outside the

containment has been satis~ied.

Since the c" rrent con=. ic~. =--.'or. -..ai,es 't undesir =ble to locate the

iso ~ ation check va ive inside .he conta'nment and since there is an

au aromatic i sol ati on va1 ve outb a rd of the check va1 ves, we find this

configuraiion to be accep ab<e; r"recver, it does not require an

exemption.



TABLE 3.6. 3-1. (Continued)

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 'VALVES

VALVE FUNCTION AND NUMBER

Other Valves (Continued)

RHR -'elief Valve Dischar e( )

PSV-251F055 A,B
PSV-25106 A,B
PSV-251F097

CS In'ection

HV-252F006 A,B

CS Minimum Recirculation Flow

HV-252F031 A,B

Containment Instrument Gas

2-26-164
2-26-072
2-26-074
2-26-152
2-26-154

Recirculation Pum Seal Water

243F013 A, B
XV-243F017 A,B

'I

TIP SHEAR VALVES(

C51-J004 A,B,C,O,E

SLCS(b)

248F007

HPCI Turbine Exhaust

255F049

HPCI Minimum Recirculation Flow(b)(c)

HV-255F012

A(V-2SS po+C

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2 W'4 6-25



TABLE '3. 6. 3-1 (Continued)

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE FUNCTION 'AND NUMBER

Other Valves (Continued)

HPCI Minimum Recirculation Flow

HV-155F012
HV Isa.Fo+6

RCIC Turbine Exhaust

149F040

RCIC Minimum Recirculation Flow

FV-149F019
IIV I%9 Fotl

RCIC Vacuum Pum Dischar e

149F028

d. Excess Flow Check Valves

HPCI

XV-155F024 A,B, C, D

~Core S ra

XV-152F018 A,B

RHR

XV-15109 A,B,C,D

RCIC

XV-149F044 A,B,C,D

XV-14411 A,B,C,D
XV"144F046

SUS/UEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 6-26 Amendment No. 36
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The containment isolation systems are designed to the American Society of
Mechanicab Engineers Code, Section III, Class 1 or 2 and are classified as
seismic Category I design systems.

The containment isolation provisions for the ..lines penetrating containment
conform to the- requirements of Criteria 55, 56 or 57 of the General Design
Criteria as appropriate. As provided by Criteria 55 and 56 of the General
Design Criteria, there are containment penetrations whose isolation provisions
do not have to satisfy the explicit requirements of the General Design Criteria
but can be acceptable on some other defined basis.

Most of those penetrations not satisfying the explicit requirements of the
General Design Criteria were found acceptable based on their meeting alter-
native criteria specified in Section 6.2.4, item II of the .Standard Review
Plan. These alternative acceptance criteria are summarized below:

(1) Lines that must remain in service following an accident and lines which
should remain in service during normal operation for safety reasons are
provided with at least one isolation valve. A second isolation boundary
is formed by a closed system outside the containment.

(2) Where a closed system outside the containment forms the second isolation
boundary, each of the systems and all components which form its boundary
are designed to guality Group B and seismic Category I standards. Valves
which isolate the branch lines of these closed systems outside containment
are normally closed and under strict administrative control.

(3) On some engineered safety features or related system, remote manual valves
are used in lieu of automatic valves since these lines must remain in
service following an accident. Where remote manual valve are used leakage
detection capabilities are provided.

(4) On some penetrations the containment isolation provisions consist of two
valves in series both of which are outside the containment. The location
of a valve inside containment would subject it to more severe environmental
conditions (including suppression pool dynamic loads), and it would not be
easily accessible for inspection.

Those lines which we found acceptable based on the criteria specified in the
Standard Review Plan include: Orywell suppression chamber purge supply and
return; sample, analyzer and nitrogen makeup; equipment, floor drains;
suppression pool clean and drain; containment spray systems, traversing incore
probe system; residual heat removal suction, pump test line, steam condensing
recircu]ation, minimum recirculation; high pressure core injection pump
suction, turbine exhaust, pump minimum recirculation, and vacuum breaker;
reactor core isolation cooling pump suction, turbine exhaust, pump
recirculation, vacuum pump discharge, and vacuum breaker.

Other lines penetrating the containment described below do not.meet either the
explicit requirements of the General Design Criteria or the alternative
Standard Review Plan acceptance bases but meet acceptable isolation criteria
on other defined acceptance bases.

6-33



TABLE 3. 6. 3-1 (Continued)

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE FUNCTION AND NUMBER

Other Valves (Continued)

RCIC Turbine Exhaust

249F040

RCIC Minimum Recirculation Flow

FV"249F 019~ HVWhzi
RCIC Vacuum Pum Dischar e

249F028

d. Excess Flow Check Valves

HPCI

XV-255F024 A,B,C,D.

~Core 5 ra

XV-252F018 A,B

RHR

XV-25109 A,B, C, D

RCIC

XV-249F044 A,B,C,D

RWCV

XV-24411 A,B,C,D
XV-244F046

SUS)UEHANNA - UNIT 2 3/4 6-26



TABLE 3.6.3-1 (Continued)

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE FUNCTION'ND NUMBER

Manual Isolation Valves (Continued)

sccs<b)

HV-148F006

Oemineralized Mater

1-41"017
1-41-018

ILRT

1-57-193
1-57-19)+

HPCI Turbine Exhaust

HV-155F066

RHR - Shutdown Coolin Return/
n ection - ressure ualizin Valve

HV-151F122 A,B

c. Other Valves

Feedwater

141F010 A,B

RHR - Shutdown Coolin Suction

PSV-151F126

RHR - Shutdown Coolin Return/
n ection

HV-151F050 A,B

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 6-24 Amendment No. 36



AOMINISTRATI'/E CONTROLS

6.5 RE'lIEM ANO AUOIT

6. 5. 1 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEM COMMITTEE PORC

FUNCTION

6. 5. 1. 1 The PORC shall function to advise the Superintendent of Plant-
Susquehanna on matters related to nuclear safety as described in
Specification 6.5. 1.6.

COMPOSITION

6.5.1.2 The PORC shall be composed of the:

Chairman:
Member:
Member;
Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:

. Member:
Member:

pea~:
ALTERNATES

Superintendent of Plant-Susquehanna
Assistant Superintendent of Plant-Susquehanna
Supervisor of Operations
Technical Supervisor
Supervis'or of Maintenance
I8C/Computer Supervisor
Reactor Engineering Supervisor or Unit

Reactor Engineer
Health Physics/Chemistry Supervisor
Shift Supervisor or Unit Supervisor
RSSiSfoWI Cga@< nt~~ 0 8 aS

6. 5. 1.3 All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the PORC
Chairman to serve on a temporary basis'; however, no more than two alternates
shall participate as voting members in PORC activities at any one time.

MEETING FRE UENCY

6.5. 1.4'he PORC shall meet at least once per calendar month and as convened
by the PORC Chairman or his designated alternate.

QUORUM:

6.5. 1.5 The quorum of the PORC necessary for the performance of the PORC

responsibility and authority provisions of these Technical Specifications
shall consist o'f the Chairman or his designated alternate and .four members
including alternates,

SUS(UEHANNA - UNIT 1 6"8 Amendment No. 47



AOMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS .

6.5 REYIEM ANO AUOIT

6. 5. 1 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE. PORC)

FUNCTION

6.5. 1. 1 The PORC shall function to advise the Superintendent of Plant-
Susquehanna on matters related to nuclear safety as described in
Specification 6. 5. 1. 6.

COMPOSITION

6.5.1.2 The PORC

Chairman:
~Member:

Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:

Member:
Member:

peen(<:
ALTERNATES

shall be composed of the:,

Superintendent of Plant-Susquehanna
Assistant Superintendent of Plant-Susquehanna
Supervisor of Operations
Technical Supervisor
Supervisor of Maintenance
I8C/Computer Supervisor
Reactor Engineering Supervisor or Unit

Reactor Engineer
Health Physics/Chemistry Supervisor
Shift Supervisor or Unit Supervisor

/ESCA'~ Scyef I h f~Q~ ~ Q ~++5

6. 5. 1. 3 All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the PORC
Chairman to 'serve on a temporary basis; however, no more than two alternates
shall participate as voting members in PORC activities't any one time.

~ETI ~%IE E

6.5. 1.4 The PORC shall meet at least once per calendar month and as convened
by the PORC Chairman or his designated alternate.

UORUM

6.5. 1.5 The quorum of the PORC necessary for the performance of the PORC

responsibility and authority provisions of these Technical Specifications
shall consist. of the Chairman or his designated alternate and four members
including alternates.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2 6-8 Amendment No. 12
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4. 5 SPECIFIC ACTIYITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5 The specific activity of

a. Less than or equal to

b. Les's'than or equal to

the primary coolant shall be. limited to:

0.2 microcurie per gram OQSE EOUIYALENT I-'l31, and
~

100/E microcuries per gram.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

am In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 or 3 with the specific activity of
the primary coolant:

1')imp
tgecc f4LeA oc ~234 t '4 +,0 reaaA'13cbr ci, fv'rrcacae bes6 &u~V«e>~ X-l>~

). ~ .; Greater than 0.2 mMrocurie per gram DOSE @UIVALENT I-131/for
4 t d i I

~ ~ I

Q or greater than 4.0 microcuries per gra , be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN with the main steam line isolation valves closed
within 12 hours.

pock. 6aurVR~< W-l3)

2 A, Greater than 100/E microcuries per gram, be in at least HOT SHUT-
DOWN with the main steamline isolation valves closed within 12 hours.

b. In. OPERATIONAL CONDiTIONS 1, 2, 3 or 4, with the, specific activity of
the primary coolant greater than 0.2 microcurie per gram DOSE

EQUIYALENT I-131 or greater than 100/E microcuries per gram, perform
the sampling and analysis requirements of Item 4a of Table 4.4.5-1
until the specific activity of the primary coolant is restored to
within its limit.

2<

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 4-13 Amendment No29



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Continued)

ACTION (Continued)
c. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1'or 2, with:

l. THERMAL POQEP changed by more than 15K of RATED THERMAL POWER

in one hou~, or

2. The off-gas level; at the SJAE, increased by more than 10,000
microcuries per second in one hour during steady state operation
at release rates less than 75,000 microcuries per second, or

3. The off-gas level, at the SJAE, increased by more than 15K in
one hour during steady state operation at release rates greater
than 75,000 microcuries per second,

perform the sampling and analysis requirements of Item 4b of
Table 4.4. 5-1 unti 1 the specific activity of the primary coolant
is restored to within its limit.

0

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 4. 5 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be demonstrated to
be within the limits by performance of the sampling and analysis program of
Table 4.4.5-1.

SUS(UEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 4-14



BASES

3/4. 4. 5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

~ The limitations on the specific activity of the primary coolant ensure
that the 2 hour thyroid and whole body doses resulting from a main steam line
failure outside the containment during steady state operation will not exceed
small fractions of the dose guidelines of 10 CFR 100. The values for the limits
on specific activity represent interim limits based upon a parametric evaluation
by the NRC of typical site locations. These values are conservative in that
specific site parameters such as site boundary location and meteorological
conditions, were not considered in this evaluation.

The ACTION statement permitting POWER OPERATION to continue for limited
time periods with the primary coolant's specific activity greater than 0.2
microcuries per gram OOSE EQUIVALENT I"131, but less than or equal to 4.0 micro-
curies per gram 'DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, accommodates possible iodine spiking

E L E .

Information obtained on iodine spiking will be used to assess the
parameters associated with spiking phenomena. A re'duction in frequency of
isotopic analysis following power changes may be permissible if justified 'by
the data obtained.

Closing the main steam line isolation valves prevents the release of'ctivity to the environs should a steam line rupture occur outside containment.
The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that excessive specific
activity levels in the reactor coolant will be detected in sufficient time to
take corrective action.

SUSEgUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-3



ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6. 9 REPORTING RE UIREMENTS

ROUTINE REPORTS

6. 9.1 In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, the following reports shall be submitted to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office, unless otherwise noted.
STARTUP REPORTS

6.9. 1. 1 A summary report of plant startup and power escalation testing shall
be submitted following (1) receipt of an operating license, (2) amendment to
the license involving a planned increase in power level, (3) installation of
fuel that has a different design or has been manufactured by a different fuel
supplier, and (4) modifications that may have significantly altered the nuclear,
thermal, or hydraulic performance of the unit.
6.9. 1.2 The startup report shall address each of the startup tests identified
in the FSAR and shall include a description of the measured values of the oper"
ating conditions or characteristics obtained during the test program and a
comparison of these values with design predictions and specifications. Any
corrective actions that were required to obtain satisfactory operation shall
also be described. Any additional sp'ecific details required in license condi"

'ionsbased on other commitments shall be included in this report.
6.9. 1.3 Startup reports shall be submitted within (1) 90 days following comple-
tion of the startup test program, (2) 90 days following resumption or commencement
of commercial power operation, or (3) 9 months following initial criticality,
whichever is earliest. If the Startup Report does not cover all three events,
i.e., initial criticality, completion of startup test program, and resumption
or commencement of commercial operation, supplementary reports shall be submitted
at least every three months until all three events have been completed.

ANNUAL REPORTS"

6.9. 1.4 Annual reports covering the activities of the unit as described below
for the previous calendar year shall be submitted prior to March 1 of each year.
The initial report shall be submitted prior to March 1 of the year following
initial criticality.
6. 9. le 5 Reports required on an annual basis shall include:

a. A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility,
and other personnel, including contractors, receiving exposures
greater than 100 mrem/yr and their associated manrem exposure accord"
ing to wor k and job. functions,*" e.g., reactor operations and sur"
veillance, inservice inspection, routine maintenance, special main-
tenance (describe maintenance), waste processing, and refueling.
The dose assignments, to various duty functions may be estimated
based on pocket dosimeter, TLD, or film badge measurements. Small
exposures totalling less than 20 percent of the individual total

~ 'ose need not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80.per-
cent of the total whole body dose received from external sources

QO should be assigned to specific major work functions.

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should combine those sections that are common to all units at the station.

""This tabulation supplements the requirements of 520.407 of 10 CFR Part 20.

SUS(UEHANNA - UNIT 1 6"17 Amendment No. 29



N

~. The results of specific activity analysis in which the primary
coolant exceeded the limits of Specification 3.4.5-

The following information
shall be included: (I) Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior
to the first sample in which the limit was exceeded; (2) Results of
the last isotopic analysis for radioiodine performed 'prior to ex-
ceeding the limit, results of analysis while limit was exceeded and
results of one analysis after the radioiodine activity was reduced
to less than limit. Each result should include date and time of
sampling and the radioiodine concentrations; (3) Clean-up system
flow history starting 48 hours prior to the first sample in which
the limit was exceeded; (4) Graph of the 1-131 concentration and
one other radioiodine isotope concentration in microcuries per gram
as a function of time for the duration of the specific activity
above the steady-state level; and (5) The time duration when the
specific activity of the primary coolant exceeded the radioiodinelimit.



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4. 4. 5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be limited to:

a. Less than or equal to 0.2 microcurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, and

b. Less than or equal to 100/E microcuries per gram.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, 3, .and 4.

ACTION:

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3 with the specific activity of
the primary cool antg:

$„< [ebs+«argpzl +o f,o «crea~'Ies (0r~ram ~ 6Q44hwpJT x >9lJ.~ Greater than 0.2 microcurie per gram DOSEWgUIVALENT I-131 for
more than 48 hour s during one, continuous time interval

~i+4„or greater than 4 microcuries per gr be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN with the mai n steam line isolation valves closed
within 12'hours.

Do@'. ~V~Ax lS>

Greater than 100/E microcuries per gram, be in at least HOT SHUT-
DOWN with the main steamline isolation valves closed within 12 hours.

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, 3, or 4, with the specific activity of
the primary coolant greater than 0.2 microcurie per gram DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 or greater than 100/E microcuries per gram, perform
the sampling and analysis requirements of Item 4a of Table 4.4.5"1
until the specific activity of the primary coolant is restored to
within i s limit.

SUSt|UEHANNA - UNIT 2 '/4 4-13



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Continued

ACTION (Continued)
c. In OPERATIONAL CONDiTION 1 or 2, with:

1. THERMAL POWER changed by mo'e than 15Ã of RATED THERMAL POWER
in one hour%, or

2. The off-gas lev'el, at the SJAE, increased by more than 10,000
microcuries per second in one hour during steady state operation
at release rates less than 75,000 microcu'ries per second, or

3. The off"gas level, at the SJAE, increased by more than 15K in
one hour during steady state operation at release rates greater
than 75,000 microcuries per second,

perform the sampling and analysis requirements of Item 4b of
Table 4.4.5-1 until the specific activity of the primary coolant
is restored to within its limit.
C

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.4.5 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be demonstrated to
be within the limits by performance of the sampling and analysis program of
Table 4.4.5-1.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2 3/4 4-14



REACTOR COOL'ANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4. 4. 5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

The limitations on the specific activity of the primary coolant ensure
that the 2-hour thyroid and whole body doses resulting from a main steam line
failure outside the containment during steady state operation will not exceed
small fractions of the dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. The values for the
limits on specific activity represent interim limits based upon a parametric
evaluation by the NRC of typical site locations. These values are conservative
in that specific site parameters such as SITE BOUNDARY location and meteorological
conditions, were not considered in this evaluation. „

The ACTION statement permitting POWER OPERATION to continue for limited
time periods with the primary coolant's specific activity greater than 0.2
microcurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, but less than or equal to 4.0
micrccur',es per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, accommodates possible iodine spiking

E .

Information obtained on iodine spiking will be used to assess the param-
eters associate'd with spiking phenomena. A reduction in frequency of isotopic
analysis following power changes may be permissible if justified by the data
obtained.

Closing the main steam line isolation valves prevents the release of
activity to the environs should a steam line rupture occur outside contain-
ment. The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that &cessive
specific activity levels in the reactor coolant will be detected in sufficient
time to take corrective action.

SUS(UEHANNA - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-3
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.9 REPORTING RE UIREMENTS

ROUTINE REPORTS

6.9.1 In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, the following reports shall be submitted to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office, unless otherwise noted.

STARTUP REPORTS

6.9.1.1 A summary report of plant startup and power escalation testing shall
be submitted following (1) receipt of an operating license, (2) amendment to
the license involving a planned increase in po~er level, (3) installation of
fuel that has a different design or has been manufactured by a different fuel
supplier, and (4) modifications that may have significantly altered the nuclear,
thermal, or hydraulic performance of the unit.
6.9.1.2 The startup report shall address each of the startup tests identified
in the FSAR and shall include a description of the measured values of the operat-
ing conditions or characteristics obtained during the test program and a compari"
son of these values with design predictions and specifications. Any corrective
actions that were required to obtain satisfactory operation shall also be
described. Any additional soecific details reouired in license conditions based
on other commitments shall be included in this report.
6.9. 1.3 Startup reports shall be submitted within (1) 90 days following comple"
tion of the startup test program, (2) 90 days following resumption or commencement
of commercial power operation, or (3) 9 months following initial criticality,
whichever is earliest. If the Startup Report does not cover all three events,
i. e., initial criticality, completion of startup tes program, and resumption
or commencement of commercial operation, supplementary reports shall be submitted
at least every 3 months until all three events have been completed.

ANNUAL REPORTS»

6. 9. 1.4 . Annual reports covering the activities of the unit as described below
for the previous calendar year shall be submitted prior to March 1 of each year.'he initial report shall be submitted prior to March 1 of the year following
initial criticality.
6.9;1.5 Reports required on an annual basis shall include:

a. A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility, and
other personnel, including contractors, receiving exposures greater
than 100 mremslyr and their associated man"rem exposure according to
work and job functions,"" e.g., reactor operations and surveillance,
inservice inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance (describe
maintenance), waste processing, and refueling.. The dose assignments to

. various duty functions may be estimated based on pocket dosimeter, TLD,
or film badge measurements. Small exposures totalling less than 20K
of the individual :otal dose need not be accounted for. In the aggre-

lQSCe-T'ate, at least 80K of the total whole body dose. received from external
G sources should be assigned to specific major work functions.

"Q single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal
should combine those sections that are common to all units at the station.

""This tabulation supplements the requirements of 520.407 of 10 CFR Part 20.
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h. The results of specific activity analysis <h which the primary
coolant exceeded the limits of Specification 3.4.5-

The following information
shell be included: (1) Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior
to the first sample in which the limit was exceeded; (2) Results of
the last isotopic analysis for radioiodine performed prior to ex-
ceeding the limit, results of analysis while limit was exceeded and
results of one analysis after the radioiodine activity was reduced
to less than limit. Each result should include date and time of
sampling and the radioiodine concentrations; (3) Clean-up system
flow history starting 48 hours prior to the first sample in

which'he

limit was exceeded; (4) Graph of the I-131 concentration and
one other radioiodine isotope concentration in microcuries per gram
as a function of time for the duration of the specific activity
above the steady-state level; and (5) The time duration when the
specific activity of the primally coolant exceeded the radioiodine
1 imit.
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I' e s 3/4. 7. 4 SNUBBERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3;.7.4 All snubbers shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 and 3 and OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4
f RO l d P O i d OPERA LE l R OPERATE RAL

CONDITIONS. A

ACTION:

With one or more snubbers inoperable, within 72 hours replace or restore the
inoperable snubber(s) to OPERABLE status and perform an engineering evaluation
per Specification 4.7,4.c on the supported component or declare the supported
system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement for that system.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.4 Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of,the
following.augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5.

a. Visual Ins ections

The first inservice visual inspection of snubbers shall be performed
after 4 months but within 10 months of commencing POWER OPERATION
and shall include all snubbers, If all
snubbers of each type are found OPERABLE during the first inservice
visual inspection, the second inservice visual inspection shall be
performed at the first refueling outage. Otherwise, subsequent visual
inspections shall be performed in accordance with the following
schedule:

No. Inoperable Snubbers
er Ins ection Period

1
2
3,4
5,6,7'

or more,

Subsequent Visual
Ins ection Period"¹

6 months k 25K
L?4 days k 25X

62 days a 25K
31 days 4 25%

The snubbers may be categoriXed into two groups: Those accessible
and those inaccessib1e during reactor operation. Each group may be
inspected independently in accordance with the above schedule.

e nspectson interval shall not be lengthened more than one step at a time.
¹The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

b.

Cs

Visual Ins ection Acce tance Criteria
Visual inspections shall verify (1) that there are no visible
indications of damage or impaired OPERABILITY, (2) that attachments
to the foundation or supporting structure ate secure, and (3) in those
locations where snubber movement can be manually induced without
disconnecting the snubber, that the snubber has freedom of movement
and is not frozen up. Snubbers which appear inoperable as a result
of these visual inspections may be determined OPERABLE for the purposeof establishing the next visual inspection interval, provid'ing

that'1)the cause of the rejection is clearly established and remedied
for that particular snubber and for other snubbers that may be
generically susceptible, and (2) the affected snubber is functionally
tested in the .as found condition and determined OPERABLE per
Surveillance Requirements 4.7.4.d.
Functional Tests

Ouring the first refueling shutdown and at least once per 18 months
thereafter during shutdown, a representative sample of at least
that number of snubbers which .follows the expression ~(g+c )
where c = 4, is the allowable number of snubbers not meeting the
acceptance criteria selected by the operator, shall be functionally
tested either in-place or in a bench test. For each number of
snubbers above c which doe's not meet the functional test accept-
ance criteria of Specifications 4.7.4.d., an additional sample
selected according to the expression 35 (I + ~) (—) (a - c) shallc + 1
be functionally tested, where a is the total number of snubbers found
inoperable during the functional testing of the representative sample.

Functional testing shall continue according to the expression
c 2 2b [35 (1 + >) (—>) J where b is the number of snubbers found inoner

able in the previous re-sample, until no additional inoperable snubbers
are found within a sample or until all snubbers . . have
been functionally tested.

The representative sample selected for functional testing shall include
the various configurations, operating environments and the range of
size and 'capacity of snubbers. At least 25K of the snubbers in the
representative sample shall include snubbers from the following three
categories:

2.

3.

The first snubber away from each reactor vessel nozzle.
Each snubber within 5 feet of heavy equipment, valve, pump,
turbine, motor, etc.
Each snubber within 10 feet of the discharge from a safety
relief valve.
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PL'ANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued

e. Snubber Service Life Monitorin

A record of the service life of each snubber, the date at which the
designated service life commences and the installation and maintenance
records on which the designated service life is based shall be main-
tained as required by Specification 6.10.2.

Concurrent'with the first inservice visual inspection and at least
once per 18 months thereafter,'he installation and maintenance records
for each snubber

'
. shall be reviewed to verify

that the indicated service life has not been exceeded or will not, be
exceeded prior to the next scheduled snubber service life review.

~ If. the indicated service life will be exceeded prior to the next
scheduled snubber service life review, the snubber service life shall
be reevaluated or the snubber shall be replaced or reconditioned so
as to extend its service life beyond the date of the next scheduled
service life review. This reevaluation, replacement or reconditioning
shall be indicated in the records.
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